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Item Text
The Cornell system for taking notes is designed
These dictionaries can assist students to express something
they want to say when they don't know the correct words in
the target language.
By encouraging the intelligent and self-guided use of
dictionaries, learners become more
Which statement is correct?

Option Text 1
to consume time

Option Text 2
to save time

Option Text 3
to waste time

Option Text 4
to spend time

Monolingual dictionary Paper dictionary

Electronic
dictionary

Bilingual dictionary

dependent

independent

resourceful

Electronic
dictionaries cannot
replace printed
dictionaries.

Traditional
dictionaries are of
no use.

interlingual

interference

intralingual

faulty teaching

hypercorrection

overgeneralization

the behaviourist theory

the theory of
universal grammar

docile

Traditional dictionaries
Traditional dictionaries
can replace electronic
are the best dictionaries.
dictionaries.

Contrastive analysis claimed that all the errors made in
interdependence
learning the L2 could be attributed to --------by the L1.
The errors, specially errors in pronunciation, persist for
long periods and become quite difficult to get rid of are the fossilization
examples of
The psychological aspect of contrastive analysis is based
the cognitive theory
upon
helping the learners to
The major task involved in teaching study skills
locate, store and
retrieve information
Teaching ---------skills implies having a clear understanding
of the different stages a user goes through when consulting literary
a dictionary.
Indian English Literature has ----------- and simple and
uniqueness
complex themes.
The act of making something more native; transformation
nativization
of some service, idea, etc. to suit a local culture is called

helping the learners to
locate information

the acculturation
model
helping the learners
helping the learners
to retrieve
to store information
information

writing

dictionary

speaking

Indianness

worthiness

idiosyncracy

Indigenization

non-nativization

multiculturalism

English studies right from its inception have not been
discourse of power
deeply ingrained in the -------The stylistic approach focuses on the …......... markers used
writing
by the author in their works.
A study of the 'form' of the literary text would intmate the
students about the diction of the author. It is an example of communicative
________approach.

liberal discourse

discourse of
knowledge

scientific discourse

style

spelling

grammar

linguistic

traditional

stylistic

Literature has a
variety of forms
which enrich our
use of language.

Literature serves as
authentic material
to be imitated for
the development of
writing skills.

On the Rule of the Road

The Diamond
Necklace

How Do I Love
Thee

dialogues in the play

theme of the play

plot of the play

Novel

Poetry

Short story

Daffodils - To
Daffodils

An Introduction Daddy

Literature serves as a Literature demonstrates
For what significant reason should literary texts be used for
model as well as subject the effective use of
developing writing skills?
matter.
language.
It is necessary to deal with 'the point of view' while
teaching
The activlity to provide a list of jumbled sentences to the
students can be used to teach
The 'point of view' does not feature in teaching the
following literary form.

La Belle Dame sans
Merci
relation between
characters in the play
Drama

Goodbye Party for Miss
Which is the most appropriate combination of literary texts
Mending Wall - My Last
Pushpa T. S. - Red, Red
representing the literary form?
Duchess
Rose
Screening of the movie based on the prescribed literary text

helps students to
understand the text

helps teachers to avoid
teaching of the text

saves time of both
the teachers and the is the waste of time
students

